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Inauguration ^

Tigers pummel Hornets

leads to

Tigers dominate

new beginning

ASU 41-8 In

season opener

By T'Neisha Jackson
News Writer

By Sedric Griffin
Those selected last semester to the Student Sports Writer
Government Association, Student Election
Committee and Student Union Board of Governors;
The Tennessee State University
were sworn in and officially became Tennessee Tigers defeated the Hornets of Alabama
State University's student leaders and representa State University in the season opener

tives at the September 1 inauguration ceremony.

and the first ever John A. Merritt

'Today is a very special occasion. On this day

Classic.

September 1, we officially endorse Reginald Jamil;

TSU won by a score of 41-8 before
Shareef and Quinton Eric James as President and a crowd of 31,119 at Nashville's newlyVicePresidentof TSU. Theirroleis to provide lead instated Adelphia Coliseum.
The win ended the Tigers 12-game
ership...and to promote the verybest possible image
of the university," Dean of Student Affairs Thomas losing streak season openers dating
back to 1987.

Martin said.

PHOTO BY JOHN CARROLL

Tennessee State opens season in the new Adelphia Collesium with win
over Alabama State University.

Although Tiger fans had to leave
the Oath of Office to this year's members of the TSU and travel to downtown Nashville
SGA-which regulates student affairs ajid represents in order to see the game, many of them

campus to Hale Stadium. Nicknamed

TSU President James A. Hefner administered

forth through the city to see the game.

"The Hole," the 16,000 seat arena

"Ten dollars was worth it," Saffold

served as the Tigers' home for 46 years

said. "I thought the shuttle was very

the student body, the SEC-which conducts student were on hand to witness the Tigers' vic

since 1953.

convenient."

elections and SUBG -which promotes programs tory.

'T don't like Adelphia," said TSU
junior Benjamin Maiden in The

expectations, the TSU Tigers made

Tennessean. "In 'The Hole,' it's like a

their 1999 debut.

that serve the cultural, educational, recreational and
social interests of the student body.

Shareef, who said thi.s would be an exhilarating:

year for the university, was sworn in first, taking
this oath, "1, Reginald Jamil Shareef, do solemnly

"The game was kind of slow at
first, but it turned out to be pretty good,
and I was impressed," said Max
Saffold, a freshman management infor
mation systems major.
There were, however, some fans

swear in the presence of this assembly that I will;
uphold the moral, ethical and scholastic standards: who did not think too highly of having
which are hallmarks of this university as I assume to travel to another section of the city as
opposed to being able to walk across
the office ofpresident of the SOA 1999-2000."

Quinton Eric James, whose mother, father and
brother were present at the ceremony, was then
sworn in as vice president. Before being sworn in,

participation and the importance ol keeping the By Nicholas T. Jones
News Writer

TSU family together.

"Thank you for electing me," James said. "I

plan to do one thing and that's keeping with our

The

Department

of

Physical

motto; Think. Work, Sei-ve."
i Therapy at Tennessee State University
Before swearing in the other "high-spirited, could have its accreditation revoked.

'Wcll-roiinded. die-hard leaders ot student govern'liient. Hcfnei- said, "These are some very handsome;

revokes

land beautiful young people. Young people who are!

Commission

The agency
the

accreditation
on

is

Accreditation

Tliruuglioiit the ceremony, which was held ii^

the
in

Association (APTA).

[ffie Humanities Building, there was much empliasis;

TSU's physical therapy program is
S the student body. "This year the SGA wants you| currently listed on APTA's web site as
fick. We're here for you." Shareef said. The SGA being on probationary accreditation.
^|ans on becoming more accessible to students this;
"They sent out a letter informing
^ar by selling up an SGA booth on Wednesdays; us of the probationary accreditation
jafid by creating a website.
i with our applicationsfor admission into
the program," said Shannon Cowart, a
L2-

j

—

about."

TSU vs Alabama State in a contest that

Since the game was a classic, the
price for studentadmission was 10 dol
lars and shuttle services to the game
were provided. Some students were
comfortable being transported back and

seemed as if it would go down to the
wire, as the game featured litde scoring

throughout the first half.
continued on page 12
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According to Mary Jane Harris,
associate director of the department of
accreditation at APTA, probationary
accreditation means that the program is
in jeopardy of having its accreditation
revoked. Harris adds that the program
has been on probation since November

accreditation is set aside by CAPTE
until the reconsideration hearing
according to Harris.

1997.

outside the standards. The reasons for

that awards and

ideslined for greatness." Those young people canie; Physical Therapy Education (CARTE)
up with the slogan "It's Not 1S Mc...lt .s TSU
; of the American Physical Therapy

i'j^ntinued on page 2

The John A. Merritt Classic placed

Physical Therapy program could lose accreditation

James discussed the importance of student body

ki

family, and that's what TSU is all

After months of waiting and fans'

senior from Nashville.

CAPTE voted to revoke TSU's

Professions.

The decision to withdraw

the

Harris adds that CAPTE found

TSU's physical therapy program to be
nonconipliance vary from institution to

accreditation in May 1999. However,

institution.

the decision is reconsidered.

"It is required by CAPTE that we
notify students applying into the pro
gram of ouraccreditation status. 1think

Harris

slated that TSU filed a statement in sup
port of reconsideration to CAPTE with
in a 30-day deadline set by the commis
sion. CAPTE will conduct a hearing in

Alexandria, Va. regarding the matter in
October.

"TSU has submitted the appropri
ate documents to CAPTE and will be

represented at the hearing," said G.
Pamela Burch-Sims, assistant dean of
the

School

of

Allied

Health

thai it is more important that the
Tennessee Board of Regents has

approved a Master's in Physical
Therapy (MPT) degree and we are in
the process of a transition to that
degree," Burch-Sims said.
The CAPTE of the American

continued on page 12
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Court works for students,community
with the freshman men and women and

By TYacey L. Vance
News Writer

With a new school year and home
coming around thecomer, many new stu
dents will become familiar with Miss

Tennessee Stale University 1999-2000
and her court.

The

court

includes

Michelle

Robinson, Miss TSU; LarCulia Exum,
Miss Senior; Mia Evans, Miss Junior and

Chandra Champion, Miss Sophomore.
Miss Freshman will be included in

the court after she is elected during
Freshman Election Week this week.

According to the Miss TSU hand

book, her duties include serving as a vot
ing member of the House of Delegates on
the Student Government Association,

being accountable for time management
skills and having a professional appear

theaterprograms.
One of Robinson's programs will tar
get international students for whom she
feels do not have good representation on
campus.
"I think that we need to bind the ties
with the students and international stu

dents," Robinson said. "I am a Christian

and by no means am I trying to put it out
on anybody by forcing anything... but it's
an offer and I welcome all those who want

to get a closer relationship with the higher
power."
The court is not just "pretty faces that
walk around the football field." Theyhave
their own ideas to help the TSU commu
nity.

Champion, a 19-year-old biology
major from Detroit, MI said she wants to
makea change by having seminars focus
ing on breast cancer.
"We need to slait checking ourselves

PHOTO BYFRANKLIN ALEXANDER

Miss TSU's court from left to right, Miss Sophomore, Chandra Champion;
Miss Junior, Mia Evans; Miss Senior, LarCulia Exum and Miss TSU,
Michelle Robinson.

might justconsider it getting a little phys

class," Evans said.

ical," Exum said.

Other plans include a mentoring pro

ance at all times.

because I didn't know... I didn't really
Exum, who tutors at Pearl CohnHigh gram for the freshman women with the
"The position has grown... she has know the technical aspects," shesaid.
School and McKissack Elementary Queens Council, a program started to help
gone from just being a homecoming
Champion, who aspires to be an School, said she would like to get her support Miss TSU.
queen presented at football games, to obstetrician or gynecologist, alsowants to peers more involved with children ina big
Robinson said that she is ready to
being almost the spokesperson " said Dale
Williams, Miss TSU's advisor.
Williams said Robinson will be a

great spokesperson for the school.

Robinson is a 21-year-old political
science major from Frankfort, Ky. Her
goals for the school year include gospel
concerts with gospel artists and speakers
on Sundays, community service projects

focus on sexually Uansmitted diseases in

sister and brother program.

work for TSU.

her seminars.

Evans, a 20-year-old chemistry major
with a concentration in biology, has been
a resident of Sicily, Italy for eight years.
Evans wants to have more leadership
positions in the junior class by forming
committees everyone can get involved in.

"One of my main things is that I want
people to know that this is not a position
all about me. I ask that I can serve you,"

Exum, a 21-year-old education major
from Jackson, Tenn., wants to focus on
date rape.
"Sometimes the men don't under

stand what date rape is and if they are
actually raping a woman...they don't
know what it is they are doing. They

"They can feel like they're involved
and doing something positive for the

Robinson said.

Entry applications are available for

Miss TSU's Coronation for all organiza
tional queens and the deadline is Oct. 4.*

September SGA inauguration starts new era
continued from page 1
Besides witnessing the inauguration
of TSU's student leaders, those in atten

Consciousness."

During the ceremony, the families of

Reginald
and
Quinton," she said.

those being sworn in were acknowledged

"This school year I

dance enjoyed performances by Michelle
Robinson, Miss TSU, who sang the Black
National Anthem; the TSU Gospel Choir,

and applauded by the audience. Also In
attendance was the freshman delegation the "future leaders of the university."
Kelvonna Warner, a sophomore from

which sang The Lord's Prayer and the
poetry of TSU student Keri Day, who read
an original poem entitled "Stream of

gospel choir thought the ceremony was
nice. "Those were powerful speeches by

Cleveland, Ohio and a member of the

noticed

a

lot

of

leaders and I think

it'll be a great suc
cess."

Drawing
ceremony

the

to

an

end,
Damyon
Thompson,
Speaker of the
House

Delegates,

of

called^,.

for three things.

First, the involve-

PHOTO BY FRANKLIN ALEXANDER

, „

•—

Michelle Robinson and the newly elected

representatives and class officers,

ment of the student body in activities.

Second, support from the administration.

^

^

Third, for the House to be focused on stu- icongratuiations to the
dents and meeting their needs. "I am con-

fident the *99 school year will be success-

newiv

' «ieCiea OTTICerS

ful and fulfilling," he said.

PHOTO BY FRANKLIN ALEXANDER

Its official - QuentinEric James, 1999-2000 Student Government Association

Vice President, left, andReginald Shareef, President, right. The two were
sworn in, with the entire SGA, Student Union Board of Governors and the

Student Election Commission on Sept. 1.

of the

As Dean Martin said, "Best wishes to

these...outstanding leaders. We oirer you a

hearty congratulations."*

StUdSnt GOVemment

^

Association.
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ID cards help with refund process
nologies for TSU.
"It is good for refunds, but as far as

By Latosha Rushing
News Writer

The new ID card at Tennessee State

University was created to improve the reg
istration and financial aid refund process
es.

Now, whether ornot itserves itsorig
inal purpose isdebatable, according to stu
dents on the campus of TSU.
Book vouchers and refunds are now

deposited directly onto the new TSU ID
card. Students no longer have to stand in
book voucher or refund check lines.
"The best feature about the new ID

card is that it will allow you todomultiple
things, and in the very near future even
workstudycheckswillgo onyournew ID
card," said Anand Padmanabhan, director
of communication & information tech

paychecks and things of that nature, I like
to have control of my own money," said they were ready to begin using the new ID
Raime Robinson, a junior business infos- card.
The card serves three purposes, which
mation systems major.
Although students do not have to include a student ID, an automated teller
stand in long lines this year, the process card and a Debitech (which is used for
washingclothes, making copies, etc.).
for obtaining ID's became a problem.

texts seem out of

control to many
students

Contributing Writer

many students searching their pock
ets for change once again this year.

During the last two weeks, the
bookstore hashadvery brisk business
in text book sales. With the high vol

not be as money-saving as they
A credit card is necessary to

make any purchase on any ofthe on

by fees associated with using the

decide whether to use the card or to with

in which the card is associated with, also

ATM/Debit card function of the card.

draw the money.

has a long distance service which is 20
cents per minute. Students then had- to
obtain a blue ticket and proceed to stand in
line to get their ID.
"The process of getting the new ED's

Each time the card is used, it is charged

^The new ID card is a good idea
because it shows improvement, it makes
the refund process less hectic," said
Kenyana Blanks, a sophomore Business

itself was a hassle and could have been

much more organized and orderly," said

be more convenient to TSU students.

prices of certain books, they're much
cheaper than in the bookstore," she
explains, "but if you don't have a
card, you're out of luck."
Stephen Treece, manager of the
TSU

bookstore,

explains thatproblems like high ship
ping charges, confusing book titles
and credit card-only purchasing are
will have with on-line bookstores,

but not at the campus bookstore.

N«w Automatmi Home BuslnesMs

1

No Mlllng • No oppobibiionto • No mootiiqpi
• Mutual Fund Team concept; s programs lapiflicatton
• Simlgue income jtraams

• State-of-Ui^art technology
• Earn irtiile you deep
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• LowStart-up cost
• Includes fliU useof automated system and products.
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Venhmt 0FCCn9$S§9i69mt>
GbadfwfffWma

P&iny Gusottfic Club
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Otmibnm out r^p0elMi$99a^

dard markup of no more than 25 per
cent. There is no possible way they
can give a 40 percentdiscount."
Treece discussed the rising costs

A^esslve compenaaiion plaiiat

of books in the bookstore. He said

mldnalliiconiel

to 25 percent in all bookstores, not

dents.

books are directly related to the

Sophomore Nikita Lainar, from prices of new books.
"When a publisher increases the
Montgomery, Ala., explains that she
price
of a new book, the price of the
has always bought her books at the
used book also increases because we

other option. Without a credit card, have to keep up with demand., The
reach for many students.

major.*

"The TSU bookstore has the

advantage of personal service and
easy retums. If you lose your receipt
here, somebody's probably going to
remember you. But if you lose your

justTSU's. The rise in prices of used

the on-line bookstores are out of

to one thing ^ change. Students will

"When I look on the Internet for

stores is an obstacle for many stu

TSU bookstore because she had no

55 cents from the Maestro Debit.

When money is withdrawn from the
ATM, students are charged one dollar and
an inquiry is one dollar also.
Althoughthe new ID was intended to

line bookstores. The "credit card that there is a standard markup of up

only" policy of the on-line book

Despite all the pros and cons regard
ing the new ID, some say it aUboils down

"We get our books at the pub
and www.bigbooks.com, have become
lisher's
price, then we use the stan
very popular in recent months.

appear.

been asked first"

such as Wal-Mart, Kroger and Walgreens.
But therefund money can be pieced away

ume of books being sold, students on-line bookstore receipt, it's certain
were left wondering why the prices ly not as easy."
On-line bookstores claims offer
of the books seemso outrageous, and
ing
40
percent savings against cam
some students are looking for inex
pus
bookstores
are, according to
pensive alternatives. On-line book
Treece,
simply
not
true.
stores, such as www.varsitybooks.com
However, the alternatives may

"They should have asked us, even

though it simplifres a lot of things." said
Chevon Heiflr, a sophomore nursing
major. "The new ID card controls a lot of
aspects of life at TSU and we should have

mational in the Humanities Building.
During the session, they were taught how
to use the card. COMDATA, the company

just some of the problems students

The high prices in theTennessee
State University bookstore have

ed.

The card can also be used at stores

Follett-owned

By Sara M. Caldwell

some students felt diey should have been
consulted before changes were construct

First, students had to attend an infor

Booming Book Prices
Prices on required

Elisha Chester, a junior biology major.
However, once students called COM
DATA and activated their p'm numbers,

continued on page 12
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What lue think

From where I sit: Growing room

A first impression is a lasting impression.
Humans naturally tend to perceive what they see
and sometimes with perception comes stereotyping.
Despite the natural instinct to judge one another,
getting to know a person is the only chance to form an
opinion.

Mia D.
McNeil

The saying "dress to impress" at Tennessee State
University tends to backfire every year by new stu
dents.

Editor in
Chief

There are those students who have their own

style, but there should be a limit.
For women, wearing something "flattering"
should not include wearing provocative and skimpy
attire.

For men, the baggy look might be comfortable,
but the "saggy" look is really not tasteful.
While hundreds of students prance on and off
campus each day, they notice each other.
Most people entering college have not found their
true identity. And sometimes, it takes a while to get
accustomed to the surroundings.
Some people dress a particular way because this
i.s what they see on cartious. not because this is who

they are as a person.
In the Floyd-Payne Campus Center and other
areas on campus, all eyes are alert and sometimes the

wrong kind of attention is given off.
Today's society has the tendency to blame every
thing negative on the media. Is it fair to say that some
TSU students dress a particular way because of what
is seen on television or heard on the radio?

Sometimes that can be true, but people have to be
able to determine the difference between entertain

ment and reality.
While there are students who like to live their

lives on the edge, visiting a classroom environment is
a different situation.

Meeting professors and professionals for the first
time accounts for a lot, and while their purpose serves
to challenge your mind, there can be a distraction with
the attire.

Whatever happened to leaving things to the imag
ination?

Allowing people to see how mentally and verbal
ly stimulated they can be is more attractive than their
physical attributes.
Self-respect can be attainable, but a negative
impression can cause one's self-respect to be doubted.
Styles and fads change, and people do the same.
Although there are limes when people want to be
seen, mesmerize others with your train of thought and
don't give someone a reason to think otherwi.se by

putting your body on display.*

Do you remember as a little kid
going shoe shopping with your par
ents?

Be

it

Buster

Brown

or

StrideRite, the technique was still the
same to check whether the shoe fit or
not.

If your parents were anything like
mine, they would pull out their thumb
and start pressing the top of the shoe
to deci'de wAetfier it was too smaff or

Marci Gamer, Demeika Thompson,
LaTasha Barnes and George Reddick,
the current staff realizes good things,
experiences and memories are never
forgotten, just built upon. If that is
true, then I expect skyscrapers from

arcoat things, and people should not

this staff.

ple like to challenge this concept.
Don't worry, I like challenges. If
anyone would like to challenge me on
this concept, please feel free - my
time is all yours, but just understand

This year's editorial staff has an
average of three years of experience
on tEIje itleter.

We will bring a new flare to the
newspaper while keeping the same
integrity we have always had.
We have some new additions to

tBi)e ^Rcter this year that will not only
be beneficial to the TSU community,
but the Nashville community as a
whole.

I am also elated to be a part of the
50th anniversary of Che iileter in
2000. Who would have known that

Samuel Yetre's baby could grow so

expect us to do so now.
Never will I allow anyone or any

thing to compromise the integrity of
this newspaper. However, I have
found within the last two weeks, peo

that I have ihe final say.

Keeping that in mind,

I would

like to pose a challenge to you.
Allow me to preface this by say

ing that we do look for news stories;
however, we don't know everything that's where you come in.
I challenge you to keep us on our
toes and let us know what is happen
ing on this campus; although we can
not cover everything, we will try.
If something on this campus or in
this newspaper affects you in a posi
tive or negative way, let us know. You
can always write a letter to the editor

job in Philadelphia, she demanded of

much, and still be so young?
Yette's purpose for founding Che
flleter in April 1950 was to present
"the highlights as well as the low- just follow the submission require
lights" of TSU.
Fastforward almost 50 years, and ments. Although the letters may not
always be published, we do read
you will see that Che itletcr has con

me not to be like her, but to be better.

tinued the tradition.

if you had "growing room."
Well, here I sit, writing "From
where I sit," in shoes that have "grow
ing room."
When Arabre Brown left for her

Knowing her, she will hold me to
that promise, and knowing myself,
I'm up to the challenge.
I am looking forward to being the
new editor of tfl)e iHetcr, but I am
truly looking forward to working with
the old and teaching the new members
of the staff. I believe this year we have
a diligent staff that is ready to work
and report the news when it happens
as it happens.
Although we will miss Ambre,
Keith Barbee!, Ashley Cunningham,

them, so don't hesitate to write.

We love positive comments, but

However, in order for us to con

tinue this tradition, there are a few

we gladly accept constructive criti

things each reader should understand.
Unless you see members of Che
itleter with pom-poms in their hands
anytime soon...which I doubt, we are
not cheerleaders for the university. We
are not a public relations fluff piece
for the university or any university
organizations.
We report the news the way it is positive or negative, good or bad. We
have never been a publication to sug-

cism because that is the only way we
will gel better.

jiletcr is an organ of this uni
versity. We are "the measure of stu

dent opinion and sentiment," and we
will always uphold that standard.
As for me and those shoes,

instead of filling another's, I'm going
to step out in shoes of my own.*

ISfjp iReterisijmblished bi-weekly and is available free to flieMn^ee
expressed herein are those of the writers, not those of the administration, the StudentGovernment Association or the
faculty and staff ofTenne.ssee Stale University. The advertising is subject to acceptance by
which reserves
the right to reject any ad copy.
Submission Requirements
Clic iflrtfj' invites sulMttissioiis by nil mcnibers ofthe Tcnne.ssee State University cotnmuuily. Feature articles may .bo on anv subject and should
fnllow tiic guidelines itidicaied Iwlow. Tlu- f-'omn section welcomes "Opinions" and "tenters tothe Editor." The Forum isdesignated for the expres
sion ol opinions which arc to be communicuteiicifectively.Letters to the Editor are more biicf siatentents.

Because the newspaper will inevitably receive more submissions than can po.ssibly by printed. iiineliiK\ss. clarity of thought, factual aeeuracVj
and iiiiorcsi tothe university community will be major factors in sclcciiug material for the pnblicaiiim. All roaierial iniisi adhere tothe following
guidelines:

'

What we think is the view
of the editorial board about
campus topics.

a) All conirilntiions must be typed, double spaced tsubinittcd on 3.5" disks and hardcopy;,and must include the wriicr'.s nanw, telephone number. and EC. Box.

b) 1-caiurcarticles should not exceed i .UOO words. Opinion length should not exceed 500 words. Letter length should not exceed 300 wfjrds.
c I Sources of factual material should be included. .All elainusof fuel aic subject to vcrificaiiou.

d) (Efir itlrtfr rc.scrves ilieright to reject leitei-s or articles wiihout esplanaiion, and to edit those accepted as necessary forccj})y fiugrammar, or
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Money Talk$$$:
Christmas In August
Next, sit down and plan a
budget. Be certain to pay some
bills that need immediate atten-

Melanie
Ballard

tion and prepay small monthly
bills such as pager and cell
r-. / phone bill statements. Make
Financial
...
.
sure that you allocate money to
Reporter ; be used for emergencies to buy

Well, it's that time of year
again! School is in session, you
have paid for your books and your
refund money has been sent to
your new student ID.

Every semester, refund checks

bum holes in the pockets of the
foolish and prove to be a source of
prominent income to the wise.
Let's start the new year off
anew.

Let this refund check be the

starting point on your path to
f\nat\c\a\ freedom.

finances in order:

Individual Retirement Account
(IRA) can be started with two hun

dred dollars. The money will col
lect interest until the holder of the
more

information

on

the

Nashville

Bank

of

; essential items and also save

Commerce at 871-7170.

i some for personal wants.

Now is the prime time to get
your financial status in order. The

Finally, check with a depend
able financial institution, such as

subtracted stress that will come

Bank of Commerce

with this process will clear your

(NBC) to see what options can be
used to invest the money that you

mind for a better semester at

Nashville

have left.

The starting option that will
boast your financial status is a

school.

Money cannot buy happiness,
but not having to worry about it
can buy peace of mind.*

Simple Savings Account. With a
minimum balance of two hundred

dollars, it is the most convenient

^

you have

|

way to save money because it has
unlimited accessibility.
A second option is a Money

any financial topic^

Marker Account. Thi.s savings plan

Melanie to discuss^

The first step on the path is
not letting the amount of money
overwhelm nor disappoint you.
Whatever amount of money that
you have in excess will help pro

mote you to a better financial sta
tus.

has a higher minimum balance of

you would like for^

one thousand dollars, but it also

call Che fHeter

earns a higher interest on a month

office at

|

963-5652

I

ly basis. The money is not as
accessible, but three withdrawals
are allowed per month.
For long term investments, an

.

by your large (or small)
• Sit down and plan a bud

these and or other accounts, con
tact

• Do not feel overwhefmed
refund check.

account is 59 years of age.
For

ips for getting your

get.

(Be sure to pay all of your
bills first!)
• Visit a dependable finan
cial institution to discuss

investment options.
• Start a savings account.
(Use it to save - not to
temporarily store your
casti.)
• Consider a Money Markf
Account.
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Campus Calendar

Kijiji offers new atmosphere
\

September 14 - David Lipscomb University pre
sents "Symphony on the Square", featuring a per
formance by the Nashville Symphony at 7 p.m.
The free concert will take place in Bison Square, In
the center of the Lipscomb campus, located at
3901 Granny White Pike.
September 14 - The Levi's Fuse Box will have a
mural signing at the First American Music Center
during the Goo Goo Dolls concert. Be sure to stop
by to "De-Fuse the Violence." Each signature
serves to promote the Youth Petition to End Gun
Violence.

September 19 - "Dialogues on Racism" will begin

i

By Amani Murph
Community View Writer
Many students would like to vary their
lunch and dinner routines. Many would
love to be able to go somewhere with a
subdued atmosphere, somewhere other
than "the sub" or the main cafeteria. ^

-

Basically, they would like to enjoy food BjBBjL
that will not give them stomach pains.

To the knowledge of few, such a place I
already exists.

It is called Kijiji Coffee

House and is conveniently located down
the street from Tennessee State University

,
photo by Jonathan gray

Fisk University and Meh^ Medkal

as the cozy and corn-

at the Scarritt-Bennett Center, located at 1008 18th

College at 1413 Jefferson Street, ms f„rtable atmosphere of Kijiji Coffee House, gives TSU,

Ave. South. Different series of dialogues in diversi

small restanrant featnres go"™e coffee

ty, co-sponsored by the Nashville Coalition Against
Racism (NCAR) will take place throughout the fall.

cakes, pastnes and undoubtedly the best

For more information call 340-7450.

graduate of TSU and holds degrees in psychology
It is also an instrumental part of the Jefferson
and sociology. Stevenson opened Kijiji with the Street revitalization project, a high-profile increase

September 22-25 - A professional women's semi

, . ,

.

. .„

sandwiches in Nashville.

^ welcomed break
.

,

.

The owner, Edward Stevenson, is a

intent to fill the void of a coffee shop in the Jefferson
For information or Street community.

September 18 - The American Civil Liberties Union
presents "The Politics of DWB: Racial Profiling and
Its Impact on Police-Minority Relations" at the

Community Calendar
September 11 - Southern Heritage Classic football
game vs. Jackson State University in Memphis,
Tenn. 6 p.m.

September 13-17 - Sigma Pi (colony) Week
September 15 - "Window Into China" presentation
by Mark Tsai, noon in Room 320 at Avon Williams

town.

in new businesses and industry designed to attract

more profit and positive attention to the North

"My motivation was the merge between
General Hospital and Mehany Medical College. I
thought that there should be a coffee house in this

Nashville community.

area because it was an African-American communi

very hard to find a place in the downtown arena.
The rich aroma of gourmet coffees and teas that

ty on the rise," Stevenson said.
The addition of a professional footbaJJ team to
Freedom Forum First Amendment Center (located

at 1207 18th Ave. South) at 12:30 p.m.

^

from their usual routines,

nar, "The Whole Woman: Body and Image," will be
held at Scarritt-Bennett Center.
reservations call Helen Powell at 340-7545.

,

Nashville's

downtown

area

also

influenced

Stevenson. Kijiji Coffee House is currently theonly
Black-owned proprietorship that operates in the

Stevenson is very proud of the success he is
having with Kijiji andconcedes that he had to lobby
greets one upon entrance into Kijiji Coffee House
are as pleasant as the African-American literature

and eye-pleasing art that attracts the senses and
smoothjazz thatfloats through the air.*

Tennessee Titans' new Adeiphia Coliseum down-

Do you have a community or
campus event you want

publicized?

(downtown) campus

September 17, 18 &19 - The17th annual African
Street Festival will be open Friday from 6-10 p.m.,

Saturday 9 a.m.- 9 p.m. and Sunday 9 a.m.- 8 p.m.
Free parking and free admission.
September 18 - Football Classic game vs. Florida
A&M University In Atlanta, Ga. 4 p.m.
September 19 - Miss TSU Preview Party, 7 p.m.
Humanities BIdg.

September 21 - Graduate and Professional School
Fair 10 a.m.- 3 p.m. Kean Hall

other Announcements

Please send or fax it to:

Hillary S. Condon
Community View Editor
Clje iHeter
TSU P.O. Box 1246

3500 John Merritt Blvd.
Nashville, TN

Tutors are needed for the Multicultural Educational

Enrichment Program, a program to benefit area 37209-1561

high school students. Applications are available at
the College of Education. For more information call
Mr.Gaye at 963-7747.*

fax: (615) 963-5051

NO TIME FOR RESEARCH?

For comprehensive literature

searchers, retrieval & reviews;
research design; data collection &

analysis; scientific / technical writing;
term paper / thesis / dissertation

design &editing, etc. in all subject
areas call:
Michael at 298-27^^1

Septembers, 1999
World View

World View
Washington
Attorney General Janet Reno said last week that
admissions of wrongdoing six years ago by the Federal
Bureau of Investigation has permanently damaged her
credibility, and has led to reports of a search for a

€amp6€li^

am/j

Republican justice professional to present an "unbiased"
investigation to the Justice Department.
The FBI recently acknowledged that flammable can

isters of tear gas had been used during the siege at the
Branch Davidian compound in Waco, Texas shortly

Tomato

before it burned down, killing 80 people.
Where Reno, the FBI and the Department of Justice
PHOTO COURTESY OF NASA.COM

PHOTO COURTESY OF Y.AHOO.COM

had initially declaredthat thel993 fire was startedby cult
leader David Koresh and his followers, the FBI now says

that canisters of flammable tear gas were fired at a
cement bunker near the wooden compound. Reno and

It was only predicted to last five years, but it has far
surpassed all expectations with over 13 years. It has suf
fered trials,triumphs and several different teams of oper
ators from several countries. On Aug. 27, the Russian
space station Mir was emptied for the last time as two

the FBI may still be vindicated of any wrongdoing in the
situation if proof of the fire's origination surfaces.

Cosmonauts and one French astronaut landed safely in

The man accused of killing Scott Amedure, who
revealed on the Jenny Jones show that he had a secret
crush on Amedure, was convicted last week of murder.

Kazakhstan, in southwestern Russia.

Mir, which means "peace" in Russian, is still in good
shape for any future crews, but that is not very likely.
The Russian space program is broke, and there are
rumors of selling time aboardMir to actors for a film. If
it continues to orbit Earth unmanned, it will eventually

The Campbell's Soup cans, long a staple of the
American diet and an undying symbol of pop culture,
have received what the company says is a much-needed

facelift. Campbell's maintains that the product inside has
not changed and the "improved" cover design will attract
a new generation of Americans.

Thejury in Pontiac, Mich, discarded Jonathan Schmiiz's

The construction that has caused 18 months of

defense that he was misled by the show and committed a

headaches in the historic Hillsboro Village neighborhood
on 21st Ave. is finally over. Developer H.G. Hill recent

crime of passion. Schmitz could get life in prison at his
sentencing Sept. 14.

ly held an open house for the new building, which will
hold businesses as well as apartment homes.*

bum up in the planet's atmosphere and fall to its final
resting place - hopefully - in the Pacific Ocean.

Lamar gives up his second White House bid
Republican presidential
hopeful secedes his second
consecutive

attempt at nomination
by G. Thaddeus Flowers

Community View Writer

for the vote of Tennessee republicans.

Few

the

he dropped out, Republican Tennessee Governor Don
Sundquist announced his endorsement of Bush and the

weeks
"straw"

local politicians appear to remember

Alexander's brief stint in the race as well. The day after

front-

runner Bush has
shown

^^9

weak-

following day. Republican Senator Fred Thompson ness in the public's
eye, which Dole
endorsed Arizona Senator John McCain.

i

seems to have a high-

^

During his campaign, Alexander's platform included
improving public education, improving family incomes er advantage. For
by lowering taxes and stabilizing Social Security. He some political anaclaimed he could clean the country of props left over
from the "Clinton and Gore magic show."
"Send the Washington bureaucrats home, and send
their money to the states, the classrooms andespecially to

In the early weeks of August, two days after another
poor showing in the polls, "Tennessee's Son" and former parents, in the form of HOPE scholarships for the chil
governor Lamar Alexander conceded his second consec dren," Alexander said about improving the public educa
utive run for the White House.

In

tion system.

Even though Alexander is the only former presiden

lysts, this is

-f
^

a suris

on her

said

GOP

^^^B

Ed

Gillespie, who claims ^^B
to be independent of
any presidential cam.
,
paign.
People are

^^^^B
photo courtesy of the

PHOTO COUTTESY OF THE

After finishing sixth out of seven candidates in an
unscientific straw poll in Iowa, Alexander made the diffi tial candidate who in two consecutive election years took saying she can attract Former presidential hopeful
cult decision to retire .any efforts ofbecoming the 42nd the public's cue to drop out of contention, many believe voters and put togeth- Lamar Alexander has decided
president of the United States. Reports alluded him to that other lower-ranking Republican candidates are being er an organization." to sacrifice his bid for the seethink that withdrawing from the race would be best.

"This is a time of great choices. This is a time of
decisions that will matter in our lives for years to come,

Alexander said in an address to the American people.

urged to do the same.
According to a USA
7bf/fly/CNN/Gallup poll, most Republicans want to see
all GOP candidates drop out of the race, with the excep
tion of Bush, Dole and Steve Forbes.

The poll of 1,028 adults, taken over a three-day peri
od, claims that an overwhelming 96 percent of those
port of his native state. Despite having a populartenure polled want Bush in the race, 77 percent would like to see
at Vanderbilt University and working as a commentator Dole continue to fight and 55 percent think Forbes should
for WSMV Television (Channel 4), the once highest hang on. Candidates to be dismissed include former
ranking state official failed to compete adequately with Vice President Dan Quayle, second-time runner Pat
GOP front-runners George W. Bush and Elizabeth Dole Buchanan and U. S. Senator John McCain.

The 59-year old second-time candidate had previ
ously attained the hints that he did not have the full sup

As

far

Alexander

is

as ond

TENNESSEE
TENNESSEE REPUBLICAN PARTY
PARTY

consecutive

primary

con- election,

cerned, he remains

firm that any candidate who can help the U.S. face the
challenges of the coming century, build the character of
the nation and its institutions, is the right candidate for
the job.
"This election will be about raising our standards and
bringing out the best in America, because that is what it
will take to have a new American century," he said.*
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Perpetrators and Pushers
nization dedicated to the education and proliferation of
hate groups, Buford Furrow, the gunman in the shootings
to a Jewish community center in Los Angeles, also has
ties to several violent and dangerous groups of white
supremacists; The Order, the Aryan Nations and the
Phineas Priesthood. A police search of Furrow's car pro-

This is the second installment ofa four-part
series that examines the recent trends of hate
crimes in America. The series will discuss the

tragedies that ensue, the groups and persons
responsible and the means with which they dis
tribute their messages of hate and intolerance.
It will also examine the laws in place to com

The

Aryan

Nations was also
created

under

Identity ideologies
and

Furrow

was

considered
active

an

member

of their organiza
tion. He guarded
an
Aryan

bat such occurrences and what individuals

and communities can do to help.

Nations

com

pound, and was
married

By Hillary S. Condon
Community View Editor

to

his

now-estranged
wife,
Debra

PHOTO COURTESY OF ABCNEWS.COM

Buford Furrow, the confessed

gunman in the shootings in
Los Angeles, was a guard at an
Aryan Nations compound.

Mathews, at thecompound by a Christian Identity min
The brutal crimes that terrorized the nation this

ister. Mathews is the widow of slain white supremacist

summer from Kentucky to California began with ide
ologies and doctrines. Unlike the school shootings in

leader Robert Mathews (d. 1968), who was the founder
of The Order.

Littleton, Colo, that shocked the nation into analyzing

This loosely connected affiliation of hate groups all

their children's actions as never before, these crimes

PHOTOS COURTESY OF ABCNEWS.CGM

had a more eerie, well-known and subtle origin.
(Left), Matthew Hale, leader of the racist, anti-Semetic
Accused murderer Benjamin Smith, who killed two
and anti-Christian World Church of the Creator. The

and wounded eight people of Jewish, Black and Asian
descent before turning his weapon on himself, was an "Church" is the fastest-growing hate group in the
upstanding member of the World Church of the Creator, country. On the right, Benjamin Smith, one of Hale's
today's fastest-growing hate group. He had been followers who completed a bloody shooting rampage
bestowed the honor of "Creator of the Year" by leader before committing suicide. _
Matthew Hale for his mass distribution of racist and
anti-Semitic literature across two states.

You may recognize Hale's name from the high pro-

?\ppe7\\?. \\e. cwrfenvXy

agtimSiV \?c\e

\\\\no\s.

for refusing to license him to practice law. He attended
law school and passed the bar exam, but has been repeat
edly refused a license due to his racist ideologies, active
white supremacy and advocacy of violence against all
"non-whites." Smith's shooting spree took place only a

few days after Hale's last refusal by the Illinois Bar, and
Hale has been quoted numerous times stating that the
Bar's decision invoked Smith's rampage.
According to the Anti-Defamation League, an orga-

duced a copy of War Cycles/Peace Cycles, a book writ
ten by minister Richard Kelly-Hoskins that defines the
racist and anti-Semitic "Christian Identity" movement.

Hie Aryan Republican Army and TIjc Order, also
known as BrudersSchweigen or Silent Brotherhood, also
draws on the Identity doctrines and extremist members
(who can only join by committing "Phineas acts," any
acts of violence against minority or Jewish persons) have
been cited and .charged with anything from armed rob

bery (to finance their sprees of violence and to dissemi

have a tie, be it remote or direct, to Buford Furrow. At
the time of his surrender to Las Vegas police and FBI,

he told the officers present that he had killed Filipino
postal worker Joseph Ileto and shot a receptionist, a
camp counselor and three boys in a Jewish community
center because they were "non-whites."

P In the next issue of
^ etcv, how
'^premacist groups spread their mesiSage of hate - the Internet. As the most
jefficient way to access the minds of chil
dren, young impressionable students
and affluent persoas worldwide, the
Internet is a preferred means of com
^ unication and advertisement.

nate information) to murder to bombings of abortion clin
ics and newspaperoffices.

Candidates in Local Run-Off Election
Mayor

Vice Mayor

Councilman At-Large

Richard Fulton

Tim Garrett

(choose three seats)

Bill Purcell

Rormie Steine

David Briley

Don't Forget to vote
September 9!*
'All Tennessee State University residents registered to vote in Davidsor|;
Co. are scheduled to vote at the Hadiey Park Community Center.

Adam Dread

Howard Gentry
Tandy Rice
Larry Schmittou

Carolyn Tucker.
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Arts & Entertainment
tlirough the eyes of a superthug
living in a concrete jungle known
as LeFrac City, Queens a.k.a
Irak.

This year he is back with his
latest LP, Melvin Flynt Da

he needs to focus on being origi
nal and more pleasing to his

CD Ratings

audience.

5- Blazin'

Hustler, so get ready to receive
the hottest album of the year.
The Neptunes produced the

lead single, "Oh No," which real
ly sets the mood of the record and

Metra Baugh

4- Sizzlln'
3- Smokin'
2- Luke Warm

OrSCuss This!

1- Burned Out

Puff Daddy Forever 2

Shannon Sanders

Outta

Nowhere 3

By Metra Baugh

A former Tennessee State

he loves best...music. Southern

Way

Entertainment's

artist

Shannon Sanders is a rookie in
R&B and is sure to do more in

the subsequent years.
Sanders' talent shows in his

ability to write songs and play
numerous instruments, however,

the finished product shows us
that he still has more work to do.

Songs like "What It Is"' and
"Tennessee" reflect just that.
O-n

oVWt \\at\d, there ate

a few songs like "Hustler For
Life" and "Must Be Love" that

make you want to tap your fin
gers and toes to the catchy beats.

You're
probably
thinking, "How can the
Bad Boy of them all
receive a '2' for a rating?"
It's simple...he doesn't
deserve it. Puffy received
one point for beats and
one

for his selection of

guest appearances.
His life of success

of

Artists

and

founded
Bad
Boy
Entertainment and shortly

thereafter produced Craig Mack's hit single "Flava
In Ya Ear." Throughout the years. Bad Boy

V^Faith Evans. Mase and several others.

love is here to stay/ Forever and
a day."
With a little improvement
Sanders will be topping the
Billboard charts, but as for now

successful artists like the Nolorius B.I.G. Total,
• i ..

Noreaga
Hustia 4

The microphone controller,
the emcee and the voice of hip
hop is Melvin Flynt better known
as Noreaga, hip hop's current fas
cination within the glamorous
world of champagne and caviar.
On Melvin Flynt Da Hustia, he
has created an overabundance of

music that has a style which out
weighs its substance.
Although there have been
indirect efforts to soften rap's
image, we are now witnessing

(Part Two)," was one that will

90s and recorded three successful

definitely
change
minds.
Puffy's flow was so-so, but

albums.

Twista put a little pressure on

the group still could not hold it

Puffy with his devastating lyrics

together. And some group mem
bers are now leading separate'

can now come out of the ashes of

hip hop's rebirth and rejoice over
the return of true skills and supe
rior quality which comes from
the superthug - Noreaga.
He stomped on the hip hop
scene with a heavily anticipated
solo album, N.O.R.E, which had

19 tracks thai represented a jour
ney around the world as seen

But after all of the success,

lives.

Taj has a modeling contract
with Ford Modeling Agency, and

has been a favorite for years the "Why You Treat Me So

Lelee is an entrepeneur. But

Bad" (Club Nouveau) / "I Got 5

Coko, the voice of SWV, decided

Puff Daddy qh It" (Luniz) beat. Anything
R. Kelly touches turns silky smooth and so did this
track.

Puffy will probably be better off producing
other anisis and overseeing his new clothing line.

shows how Noreaga can com

mental

pose beats and lyrics that will
keep your head bouncing.

Prodigy have definitely done it

material.

Havoc

and

to stay in the business and release
her solo debut. Hot Coko.
The album is commercial-

friendly and has the basic SWV
sound that put the group at the
top. She gets a lot of help on Hot
Coko from R&B producer-brain
child Rodney Jerkins which
includes the perculating "Don't

again. On their hip hop classic Take Your Love Away" and the

"Da

album this rap duo certainly gave

in-your-face "You and Me."

Hustia" and "We Thugged Out"
(featuring Missy Elliot) definite
ly propels Noreaga with enough

listeners a view of what it is like

Her first single, "Sunshine",
which Jerkins produced, is a trib

Similar

cuts

like

club thump.
While Melvin Flynt may not

satisfy the hunger for some lyri
cal listeners, it will certainly keep
the club hoppers jumping.
Franklin Alexander

to be a product of Queens Bridge
housing projects.
Known for his ice-grill
inspiring base lines and snares
that snap on "Adrenaline,"
Havoc

seems

determined

to

destroy any possible thoughts of
being burned out. Their blazing

ute to her son. Jazz Butler. The

song will remind you of children
skipping down a sidewalk
singing the chorus which boasts.
Sunshine, Sunshine/ You brighten
up my day/1 love you always.
The true essence of Coko
comes out when she works with

Mobb Deep

Murda Muzik

the resun ection of a more street-

oriented vibe. Real hip hop fans

The chart-topping group.
Sisters with Voices (SWV),
became one of the well-known

- .-t. -

Melvin Flynt Da

Hot Coko Coko 5

R&B girl group acts of the early

"Satisfy You" (featur

Repcfiore. In 1993, he

game. Franklin Alexander

Puffy's joint. "Is TTiis The End

ing R. Kelly) has a beat which

dent

another sellout, but they are leg
ends and masters of the rap

but his guest appearance on

Uptown Records. Later
Puffy became vice presi

can let someone know that he/she
is in love. The heavenly strum

autumn leaves in fall/ But my
love won't come and go like
snow/... Seasons change but my

Coko

and came out the victor.

lEnteiiainment (along with Pully), has given us

go/ Like summer trees turn to

Despite the odds against
emcees improving upon monu-

began in 1991 when he
began an internship for

"Must Be Love" describes
how the different surroundings

ming of the guitar will definitely
make you rewind several times.
He sings, "Most things come and

game.

Aside from the terrible job that he did on his
current CD, he is doing quite well in the fashion
industry with his new clothing line, Sean John.
But, back to the point, Puffy's sophomore CD
has only two songs that are
exceptional.
Twista has disappointed
many with some of his projects,

Interim Arts & Entertainment Editor

University student and band
member is presently doing what

ening their chance of becoming a
major rap force.
The release of Mobb Deep's
highly anticipated fourth album
and their best shot at platinum
success, Murda Muzik, will prove
to the rap audience that they are
definitely the lords of the rap

Think back to the first time

you heard "Hit It From The
Back" hip hop's ode to doggystyle as penned by a couple of
young brothers from Queens
Bridge. The masters of cere
monies Havoc and Prodigy, a.k.a
Mobb Deep, were critically chal

lenged by hip hop fans on their
last album Hell On Earth , threat-

single, "Quiet Storm," which
Alexander
spent a record-setting 10 weeks producer Brian
Morgan
who's
responsible
for
on Rap City's top 10 singles over
the summer, is further proof of the hits, "Weak" and "Rain." She
their staying power.
Some other guest appear
ances on this album included

Cormega and Kool G. Rap on
"How You Want It" and "The
Realest."

The greatest underground
duo of all times, Havoc and

Prodigy, have proven to the rap
world that they are not just

belts out his make-a-difference

tune, "Bigger the We."
The

album

also

features

singer, mode! and MTV person
ality, Tyrese andl8-year-oId rap
per from the Ruff Ryders. Eve.
Mitchell Vantrease*

I^age 10
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Basketball contest, concert ends summer
where she decided to move back to Iowa

By Sparkle Davis
Interim Arts and Entertainment

Editor
Over 10,000 people attended this

year's 17th annual Slamma' Jamma' bas
ketball tournament, wh^h was held on
Aug. 28 in the Gentry Complex.
The Slamma' Jamma' began with
basketball tournaments and ended with a

Gilchrist.

formed at

attain a modeling contract. "It was my

the

time to go in to revamp and challenge
myself musically," Spencer said.

cert.

112, Tracie Spencer, Liberty City, Lil'
John and the Eastside Boys, Amyth,
Jagged Edge, JT Money and Donell Jones.
With this artist line up, it was no doubt
that Slamma' Jamma' was a huge success.
Tracie Spencer, one of the featured
artists, sang her current single "It's All

everyone wants to work with," said
Spencer.
So is acting in the future for Tracie
Spencer?
"Actually we're working on that now,

that

Slim, Mike, Q and Daron gave a riv
eting performance. Room 112 is different

About You (Not About Me)" and her
famous love ballad "Tender Kisses."

During her eight year vacation.
Spencer said that her record label, Capital
Records, went through some changes.

con

by
Cool

to scream about.

per

-n

Founded

Tracie with more experience and her will
ingness to collaborate with other artists,
such as Lauryn Hill. "I think that's who

there are some things in the works and
hopefully you'll see something soon."
While singing such tunes as "Only
You," "Cupid," the very sensual
"Anywhere," " Love you like I did" and
"Love Me," 112 gave the ladies something

The concert featured such artists as

a

that

back to California to attend UCLA and

Her new album reflects a matured

sizzling concert to end the summer.
The women's three-point-shoot out
was won by Calesha Corder, the shooter
round was won by Rodney Lawry and the
slam-dunk contest was won by Dre

comers

to finish high .school. Spencer later moved

L.L.
J,

Amyth
stressed
the

music
business
is

more

than

it's

cracked

PHOTO BY FRANKLIN ALEXANDER

112 perfonns some of their hits during the annual Slamma'

up to be,
Jamma' at TSU's Gentry Center.
but they
rated with Lisa "Left Eye" Lopes, Carl
are enjoying every moment of it.
West,
Eddie F. and Eric Williams (of
Donell Jones performed several
Blackstreet).
selections from his last album and up
Slamma' Jamma' rolled in with full
coming album, including the current sin
gle "3 a.m." and his classic "Knocks Me force this year and hopefully it will con

from their debut 112 because they had
more creative control, producing and writ
ing for this album, according to Slim and

Off My Feet."
Jones started singing with a group in
Chicago and later was approached to do a
solo project. He also wrote songs for

Q.

Usher, Brownstone, Silk, 702 and has

Amyth, a quartet, was one of the new-

tinue to sizzle.
Franklin Alexander contributed to
this article.*

worked with Madonna. Jones has collabo-

000000000000 0 0 0 0 000 0

meter minute

%
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TSU Swimming Pool

// '• ''

%

Fall Semester Hours
Gentry Complex x-56 10

Ik.

%
Monday THROUGH Friday
Open swim
-

12-1:30 PM

%

WITH LAP SWIMMING

1

%
Monday through Thursday

Richard T. Jones

By Metra Baugh
Interim Arts & Entertainment Editor

"Good things come to those who wait," and Richard Timothy Jones is still wait
ing.
Jones, reared -in Georgia and Southern California, made his debut into the world
of tjlm in 1993. when he portrayed Ike Turner Jr.. in What's Love Got To Do With It.

From that point, hiscareerhas been going up anddown likea roller coaster, and

I

%
7 —9 pm

Open Rec swim

%

1

T.S.U. ID REQUIRED TO ENTER SWIMMING POOL!

I

Pool available for rentals & pool parties
CONTACT DEPT OF HPER,
FL, GENTRY COMPLEX.

I

%

%
%
>

1

%
%

and "Sexual Per\'ersity in Chicago."

Today Jc)ne.s can be viewed in the ciuTent nick called The WaoJ. which features
Omar Epps (Mike), Taye Diggs (Roland) and Jones (Slim) as three close friends who
grew up in Inglewood. Ca. and experienced new adventures together.*

%

%

%

his performance in the college production of "A Raisin in the Sun."
He also appeared in two other plays, which included "As Soon As I Get Home

In 1994, he appeared as Private Jackson Leroy. opposite Danny DeVito and
Gregory Mines, in thearmy movie Renaissance Man. Three years laterhe played Seth
Samuel in K/.s.v The Girls, alongside Morgan Freeman and Ashley Judd.

%

Pro-Shop items f o r s a l e in pool office.

yet he still hasn't reached the pinnacle.

While attending Tuskegee University, acting became his forte, especially after

Ik

%
%

I

%

j^/

t

%0

* Currently accepting applications for life guards *

^
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Princeton Review @ Tennessee State University
Fall 1999 Class Schedule

GRE

(Recommended Computerized TestDate: Monday, November 22,1999)

TIME:

Tues.

Wed. .

Thurs.

Tues.

Wed.

Thurs.

Tues.

Wed.

Thurs.

6:30p to
9:00p

10/19

10/20

10/21

10/26

10/27

10/28

11/2

11/3

11/4

Tues.

Wed.

Thurs.

Tues.

Wed.

11/9

11/10

11/11

-11/16

11/17

LSAT

(LSAT Test Date: Saturday, December 4,1999)

TIME

Mon.

Tues.

Wed.

Mon.

Tues.

Wed.

Mon.

Tues.

Wed.

Moh.

6:30p to
9:00p

11/1

11/2

11/3

11/8

11/9

11/10

11/15

11/16

11/17

11/22

Tues.

Wed.

Mon.

Tues.

11/23

11/24

11/29

11/30

GMAT

(Recommended Computerized Test Date: Mondt^yNovemtber 22,1999)

TIME

Tues.

Wed.

Thurs.

Tues.

Wed.

Thurs.

Tues.

Wed.

Thurs.

6:30p to
9:00p

10/19

10/20

10/21

10/26

10/27

10/28

11/2

11/3

11/4

Tues.

Wed.

Thurs.

Tues.

Wed.

11/9

11/10

11/11

11/16

11/17

-

COST

For currently enrolled TSU students and alumni, the cost is $550
For non-TSU students, the cost is: GRE $895 GMAT $895 LSAT $895

$100 depositwith the full balancedue on the first day ofyour class (Please makechecks
payable to Princeton Review or you may use VISA, Mastercard, Discover or American
Express)
LOCATION

TSU Main Campus, The actual building and classroom numbers will be assigned and
posted in the Office of Graduate & Professional Opportunities at a later date.

REGISTRATION

You may register early at the Princeton Review Booth at the 1999 Graduate &Trofessional
SchoolFair on Tuesday, September21, from 10:00a.m.-3:00p.m, in Kean HallGymnasium.
If you decide to register at the 1999 GPS Fair, you will receive a $25 discount on the
fee. If you have any questions regarding the registration or test preparatoiy classes, please
contact: Mr. Wade McKinney, Director of the Princeton Review, at 269-5033

SPONSOR

Demetrius L. Greer, Director, Office of Graduate & Professional Opportunities
Floyd-Payne Campus Center -Suite 103 ❖ Campus Box 9586
Telephone: 963-5176 FAX: 963-1539 Website: http://www.tnstate.edu/gpo
-z

(You maypick up the test registration bookletfor the actual GRE, LSAT, MCAT, and GRE examinations at the
TSU Testing Center, Avon Williams Campus, 4"* Floor,Suite C, 963-7111)
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Second-half seals victory for Tigers in Adelphia
continued from page 1

At the end of the first quarter, the score remained 00.

After a four-yard touchdown run by TSU's Donell
Branlley, and a 13-yard pass from Leon Murray to
KaRon Key, the Tigersjumped to a 14-6 lead going into
halftime. In the second half,Alabama State began to fall
behind the Tigers, and soon, the game belonged to the
defending Ohio Valley Conference Champions.
TSU outscored the Hornets 27-2 in the next two

quarters, which started and ended with touchdown pass
es of 26 and 18 yards from Murray to freshman wide
receiver Patrick Jenkins and Junior wide receiver Avion
Black.

The Tigers were able to dominate all sides of the
ball, as they held the Hornets to only 201 total yards and
three forced fumbles.

In the third quarter, the Tigers' special teams showed
their athleticism as Key blocked an attempted punt and
returned it 40 yards for a touchdown.

PHOTO BY JOHN CARROLL

"The game was interesting, but I mean eventually it

got to the point where it became a total massacre, said Wide Receiver Patrick Jenkins runs in one of the touchdowns in the second half that stung the
Ken Slaughter, a freshman business information systems

Hornets in the firstJohn A. Merritt Football Classic.

major from Milwaukee, WI.

Jackson State University in the Southern Heritage Classic

"Ithought the crowd was really into the game. It was

pretty nice experience for my first-ever college football
game."

With Sunday's victory, the Tigers start the season

with a 1-0 record going into this Saturday's game against

team by cheering them on and staying after the game
for the "Battle of the Bands."

in Memphis, Tenn.

The Tigers will be on the road in the next three

The players gave fans a reason to cheer, as they

weeks before coming back toAdelphia Coliseum to

gave atotal team effort to pull off the lopsided victory.

play Eastern Illinois on October 9. •

The fans showed their love and support for their

Physical Therapy program in danger

/
•
continued from page 1

•

.

^

Undergraduate students entering

TSU in the fall 1999 semester and there

Physical Therapy Association has man

after must prepare for entrance into MPT

dated that all baccalaureate physical ther

studies (stated in the TSU 1999-2001
undergraduate catalog, p. 191).

apy programs should convert to an entrylevel post-baccalaureate degree program

by the year 2002 to be considered for
accreditation. Plans are under way to

phase out the BS (Bachelor ofScience)
degree at TSU and to implement a master
of physical therapy (MPT) degree.

Machviii^
senior from Nashville.

staff and
Staff
and technical difficulties.

'I think that it was a matter of pro

Duke added that the students who

were accepted into the program with pro
bationary status would graduate with
accreditation status.

viding adequate documentation of com
pliance with the essentials. However, a
transition from the BS degree curriculum

to the MPT degree curriculum is a diffi

Physical therapy students acknowl
edge receipt of the notification required

"In terms of accreditation, we will
seek accreditation at the Master Degree

by CAFTE.
"We were all notified as to what the

Burch-Simms said.

implications were to each student enter
ing the program," said Daneshea Duke, a

program was on probation was toa small

cult and time intensive process. We are

continuing that process as quickly as we

level as mandated by the CAPTE,'

can," she said.*

Burch-Simms said the reason the

Bookstore buyback saves more than internet
continued from page 3
used book is still going to cost 25 percent

is like a renter's fee: "If you bought a
$100 book at the beginning of the semes

our

ter and you get $50 back at the end of the
semester, youjust rented the book for four
months. We don't give out books for free
here; you're not in high school anymore."

costs

low."

less than the new book."

Students who

Another explanation for increasing

text book prices is that the bookstore has

to pay freight on the boxes of books that
are ordered, and when a professor changes
his or her mind about which book to use,
the bookstore ends up absorbing the cost

sell

their

books

back

early will gen
erally
get

If a student still prefers Internet book
stores, Treece recommends
using
www.efollen.com, which has a direct link

more

to the TSU bookstore.

money

back, because

of sending books back and forth to the

the

warehouse.

FILE PHOTO BY JOHN J. CARROLL

demand

"Efollett is consistently up-to-date
with TSU's course information because I

is

write some of the web page myself. We're

higher
the
closer it gets

one of the few websites that sells used

to

finals.

the site, so even if students don't know the

Treece likes to

title of the book they need, it's already in
the system."*

for

Buybacks are also an important part
of the campus bookstore experience and
have an effect on the prices of books for
the following semester slated Treece. "At
the, TSU bookstore, we prefer to buy
books back, if the professor is still using
them, because we don't have to pay ship-

ping and it
helps us keep

books

The place where it all happens - depending on the size of
book stacks in the bookstore, you may or may not get that

tell

students

that

the

book buyback cash at the end of the semester.

buyback price

low

books and we have the course listings on

(September 8, 1999
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Spotlight on Sports
Under the Spotlight: Kim Perrot
(1967-1999)
Houston Comets star left
the legacy ofa true athlete

The "Celebration of Life" service,

which was open to the public, was held
Monday, Aug. 23 at 11 a.m., in the

Worship Center of Second Baptist
Church in Houson.

By Anthony J. Miller

It

Spoits Editor
Kim Perrot, a member of the two-

time WNBAchampion Houston Comets,
died Thursday, Aug. 19.
Perrot, who served as the Comets'

starting point guard, died from complica
tions due to lung cancer.
"The entire WNBA family is devas
tated by this tragic loss," said WNBA
President

Val

Ackerman.

"We

will

always remember Kim as a woman of
great heart and indomitable courage,
who refused to be daunted by any chal
lenge."
Perrot was bom in Lafayette, La. in
1967. After graduating from high school,
she attended the University of
Southwestern Louisiana, where she still
holds 26 school records. She also holds

the NCAA record for the second highest

scoring performance in a game with 58
points against Southeastern Louisiana in
the 1990 season.

was

there

that

the

Houston

Comets' organization invited their fellow
Houstonians to join the Perrot family in
celebrating the life and honoring the
death of Kim Peirot in a city-wide ser
Among those present at the service
were Grammy-award winning vocalist
and native Houstonian Yolanda Adams

and national recording artist Hanq Neal.
The Comets' organization also
encouraged fans to show their love for
the Perrot family by wearing small white
ribbons above their hearts as a sign of
everyone's love and support.
Perrot leaves behind her mother,

three brothers, two sisters and the family
she made with the Houston Comets,

whose respect she has earned.
"A lot of people said 1 couldn't play

at a high level," Perrot once said about
the struggles she had to endure to gain
recognition. "I knew the good Lord
blessed me with so much talent and I

ball in France, Israel, Germany and
Sweden before making the Comets' ros
ter.

can do it."

"Her story and her quest for respect

Perrot will forever be remembered

is so far advanced from the rest of ours,"
WNBA's Detroit Shock. "Her road, what

in sports history as a great athlete, whose
skills were only surpassed by the power
of her heart and the dignity in which she

she went through with her family, what

faced the last months of her life will for

she's had to overcome.... She's the real

ever be a testament not only to athletes,
but to people everywhere.
August 19 is the day that sports lost
an outstanding athlete and the day

said Nancy Lieberman-Cline of the

hero."

Perrot was diagnosed with non-

lifestyle related lung cancer on Feb. 21,
1999, yet she remained in high spirits

9. STAY physically fit with WWF on USA.

vice.

have a message. That message is to ail
the young athletes, whether short, tall,
lightweight, heavyweight, whatever it is,
if you put your mind to it in sports, you

Perrot played professional basket

10. you might get extra credit for
learning something on the Discovery
Channel or the History Channel.

8. watch "the brady bunch" on
TVLand to remind you of fun times back

home.

. „

Yjjl's "Behind the Mnsic
really is music history, honest!

6. -COMIC REVIEV;- on BET helps you
keep your SENSE CF HU

5^ "IiOVEIiIlffE" on MTV can proviae
BACKQROUND
for
SOCiolOgV.

psychology,

and/or

ANATOMY

classes, (class?)
4, "TALK SOUP" on SI glares tou in-depth

coverage of "Jerry Springer and "Ricki
Lake.

(Current event news you missed in

class.)

3. "DEXTER'S LABORATORY" on
THE CARTOON NetwoRK can fill in the blanks

in case yOU miSSed lab (again).

2. cable helps prepare you for
"THEREALWORLD",like, on MTV. , ,
1, WITHOUT CABLE, you could end up
like CARTMAN on "SouthFhrk."

America lost a remarkable individual.*

and strong in heart throughout the six
months of her life that followed.

10. free installation!

Congratulations
to the

TSU Tigers!!!

ff you CALL 244-5900 TODAY
I

and ask for the

^ COLLEGE DISCOUNT
jinstallation special!!

Get your student tickets for the
Southern Heritage Classic in

Memphis, Tenn. and the 100 Black
Men Classic in Atlanta!!!

THIS MESSAGE IS BROUGHT TO YOU BY

fiNTERMEDU
CALL US TODAY!

244-5900

,6T1<^

pee

BCTI

>^1TV

...fs®
pee
Ul

$13®
pee

pBFt'
pee •

^eCHHXCBU

•

•

pee

pee

BiTasvM

..&£» »»>•••••

3i3®

is 'tBEE fee

tjcmn NOISE FEE
fee

Don't you have enough fees?
Get a student checking account with First Tennessee. Instead of a bunch of fees, we'll
give you:

• Free Internet banking
• Free First Check^" debit card"
• A free order of checks

Plus, you can use any ATM you want, anywhere in the world, and we won't charge you for your
transaction." To open an account with us today, call 1-800-382-5465. Visit firsttennessee.com.
Or drop by your nearest First Tennessee financial center.

All Things Financial
, £

FirstTennessee

'Subject to creditapproval. "Other banks couldcharge you to use theirATMs. ©1999 First Tennessee Bank. Member FDIC.
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Q/p On

Disease questions future
By Anthony J. Miller

a disease called atrial fibrillation.

Sports Editor

Different from ventricular fibrilla

tion, the disease that doctors believed

INDIANAPOLIS, Ind. -

Former

Boston Celtic great, Larry "Legend" Bird
is said to have an irregularheartbeat.
According to the Associated Press,
the Indiana Pacers, the team Bird current
ly coaches, knew of Bird's condition when
the team's front office hired him in 1997.

"It's the end of his contract," Pacers

President Donnie Walsh told reporters
Wednesday, Sept. 1. "He hasn't come in
and definitely told me that, but I've

always known it was a three-year deal,
and at the end of it he was going to make
up his mind whether he wanted to coach
or not."

"Bird Watching: On Playing and
Coaching the Game / Love" is the
upcoming book Bird has written. In Sports
Illustrated magazine, a portion of Bird's
book was printed which talked about his
irregular heartbeats and how far they date
back.

"I always knew something was wrong
with my heart," Bird said in his book. "I
guess Dr. Yee was trying to scare me. I'm
not going to be stupid about this heart con
dition, but I'm not going to live my whole
life in fear of this thing either. If it goes, it
goes."
The doctor Bird mentioned is Pacers'

cardiologist King Yee, who is reported to
have, at one point, use defibrillator pad
dles, a device used to jolt Bird's heart
back to a normal rhythm.
In 1992, Bird retired from playing
basketball, but was later diagnosed by

team physician Amie Scheller with having

caused the death of Bird's former team

The "Clay Court
Sensation"

I can go home and get a lot of other things
done," Williams told reporters after the
match. "I don't feel the pressure. It is just a
game. I enjoy playing it."

mate Reggie Lewis, atrial fibrillation is

By Anthony J. Miller
less serious and not lifethreatening.
In the same excerpt. Bird gave his Sports Editor

Williams now has a total of five titles

account of when he almost passed out in
1998 in a game against the Chicago Bulls.
"I was standing on the sideline and

Men may come from Mars, but every
woman who dares to step on a tennis court
hoping for a television time-out because I must pass through Venus.
Venus Williams, the 19 year-old tennis
felt like I was gonna to pass out," Bird
added. "Finally, the ref whistled time. sensation, has certainly given competitors
Whenever we have a time-out, they a reason to be afraid.
More frightening than her number
always put a chair on the court for me so I
can sit down and talk to the guys. This three rank in the world is Che fact that
time I fell into that chair because I. was Williams is only getting better. According
to the Associated Press, Williams has "the
going out."
The Associated Press reported that best serve in women's tennis."
Coming into the 1999 Pilot Pen
when Bird accepted the head coaching

position in 1997 with the Pacers, he said Tournament in New Haven, Conn., the
teenage phenomenon reached the quarter
he did not expect to coach long.
finals in her last six (out of eight) Grand

"However, in dealing with Larry for
the last two years, from the very begin
ning, he only committed to coach for three
years," Walsh said. "When Larry and I
were talking about the job originally, he
told me he was seeing a doctor and he had
an irregular heartbeat or something like

currently playing.

that and that he had to watch his diet, what

Monica Seles in the semifinal match and

Slam tournaments, a more consistent start
than each of the nine Grand Slam winners
She also amassed a total of seven

career titles,which was before the 1999
Pilot Pen Toumament, the defeat of

he drank, what he ate and that he would before she defeated Lindsay Davenport,

the No. 2 ranked player in the world, in the
"In effect, it was only a matter of finals on August 28. Williams made quick

have to take medicine.

finding the level of the medicine in order work of Davenport, defeating her in
to have his heart beat regularly. Once they straight sets, 6-2, 7-5, to claim her eighth
found that, it seemed to me it was okay career title.

Williams expressed after her meeting
with Davenport that she felt the difference
tion as the Pacers and the rest of the in her win was confidence, better technique
and a lot of hard work.
league await an answer.*

and he didn't have any more problems."
Bird's coaching future is now in ques

"If I didn't feel I had a chance to win,

this year, making her second to none other
than the No. 1 ranked player in the world,
MartinaHingis, who has won six titles this
year.

"Venus is going to be hard to beat,"
Davenport told reporters. "She's athletic
and extremely fast. Those are some great
assets to have."

Venus is not the only member of the
Williams family who is making a mark on
the tennis world. Younger sister Serena
Williams has two career titles to dale and

was able to go up against Venus this year in
the finals of the Lipton Championships,
where she lost to her older sister.

This was the first time in 115 years
that there was an all-sister women's final.

Serena, 17, also won the Paris Indoors

on the same day that Venus won in
Oklahoma City, making the two the first
sisters in professional tennis history to win
singles titles in the same week.
The next task for Venus Williams is to

win the U. S. Open, where Lindsay
Davenport is the reigning champion.
Williams reached the U. S. Open final
in her first try in 1997 and feels she is

ready to dethrone Davenport in Flushing
Meadows, the site of this year's touma
ment.

"I've been ready since the first time,
Williams said, and if she plays like she did
at the Pilot Pen, then Davenport might
want to reconsiderany previously thoughtout game plans.*

Picks

of

the

Pack

N'Jemele

Bryant

Carol

Ward

Byron
Purdy

Bush

Herbert

Lewis

Tennessee

Tennessee

Tennessee

Tennessee

Tennessee

Tennessee

Atlanta

Minnesota

Minnesota

Atlanta

Minnesota

Minnesota

Denver

Denver

Denver

Denver

Miami

Denver

TSU vs. Jackson

TSU

TSU

TSU

TSU

TSU

TSU

Ohio State vs. UCLA

Ohio State

Ohio State

Ohio State

Ohio State

Ohio State

Ohio State

Mississippi State vs. Memphis

Mississippi

Mississippi

Memphis

Mississippi

Mississippi

Mississippi

^\)e Meter

Freshmen

Sophomores

Jimiors

Seniors

Faculty/StaiEf

0-0

0-0

0-0

0-0

0-0

0-0

Tony

Kellyn

Forte

Minnesota vs. Atlanta
Miami vs. Denver

September 11-13
NFL

Cincinatti vs. Tennessee

NCAA

Win/Loss record

a

Savings - 3 trips to the store

Your Online College Bookstore

Save up to 40% on new textbooks.
Get them in 1-3 business days. Guaranteed.
I *Books deUvere£nwio^or^rtiai^threebusiness^daysor^nur^sh^^

